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 09Q3 Report!

Matthias Kasemann!

WLCG-MB 6.10.2009!

Outline!
•  Computing in 2010!
•  CMS Software status!
•  Site readiness!
•  T0, T1, T2 performance!

•  CRAFT!
•  MC production!

•  Computing Resources!
•  Analysis Operations!
•  Summary and Outlook!
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Status of  CMSSW Release 

•  LHCC Feb 2009 : “Will continue to work on adding/
improving functionality in all CMSSW areas, preparing 
for tuning with real data” 

•  Long development period lasting >3 months 
–  >500 package changes in last dev pre-release 

•  CMSSW_3_1_0 released on July 1st  

–  Release targeted at MC production goals 
–  Validation using 52 different pre-production samples 
–  3_1_1 (July 7th): first pre-production round (~15M events) 
–  3_1_2 (July 24th): second pre-production round 
–  MC production started using 3_1_2 on July 29th 

•  CMSSW_3_2_0 released on July 19th 
–  Release targeted at CRAFT09 data-taking, processing and 

re-processing  (to be done with 3_2_7) 

Full Validation!
(MC pre-production)!
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phase!

Testing, !
bug-fix integration!

(+ late features)!

MC Production!
Full Simulation!
(>500M events)!

Start MC Production!
Fast Simulation!

CRAFT09!
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Processing step Metric 2_2_13 3_1_0 3_2_4 

Full Simulation 
(GEN+SIM+HLT) 

(100 events) 

CPU Time (s) 128 87.2 86.9 

Peak Vsize (GB) 
1.25 1.14 1.14 

PU 1.97 1.40 1.40 

File size on disk (MB) 1.98 1.48 1.39 

Reconstruction 
(RAWtoDIGI+RECO) 

(8000 events) 

CPU Time (s) 4.16 3.96 4.06 

Peak Vsize (GB) 1.14 0.95 1.251 

File size on disk (kB) 330 416 420 

Fast Simulation 
(8000 events) 

CPU Time (s) 2.68 2.33 2.47 

Peak Vsize (GB) 1.72 1.882 1.652 

File size on disk (kB) 116 116 112 

TTBAR  events!

•  numbers obtained running Performance Suite on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 5160  @ 3.00GHz!
–  running on 1 core while loading other 3 cores with a cache-contained cpu intensive benchmark!

•  1 memory leak – fixed in 327,    2 several memory leaks – fixed in 330_pre4 
•  expect gcc4.3.2 to give further small gains ʻout-of-the-boxʼ 
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•  Since June focus has been on integration & validation of CMSSW 
Releases (3_1_x/3_2_x) for use in MC production and CRAFT09 

•  Steps have been taken to improve validation procedures (PVT) 
•  CRAFT exercise has been very valuable for adapting software to 

run in data-taking conditions  
–  Tier0 workflows ran very reliably - very few failures in prompt 

reconstruction 
–  Prompt calibration loop exercised at CAF for the first time 
–  Deployment of online/offline patches in operation 

•  Further tests of T0/T1 production systems using Monte Carlo 
samples are in progress 

•  Automation of prompt calibration workflows using CRAB is high 
priority 

•  Trying out a new model for managing releases better adapted to 
data-taking, including shorter release cycle (~ 6 weeks) 

•  Validation of SLC5/gcc432 planned for CMSSW_3_3_0 
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T1 and T2 Site Readiness!
The Site readiness is closely monitored:!

–  Reports and follow-up during weekly Facility Operations meetings!
–  Additional meetings to focus on Asian and Russian&Turkish sites!

Substantial improvement is observed for large number sites. !
–  Tier-1: sites readiness a concern. Improving lately. !

•  Plan expert visits to improve the situation .!
–  Tier-2: readiness state improved significantly over the last year.  

Need to sustain efforts.!
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Site readiness T2: substantial improvement!

March 2009!
-  53 sites listed!
-  26 sites > 80%!
-  6 sites between 60-80%!
-  21 sites < 60%!

October 2009!
-  50 sites listed!
-  30 sites > 80%!
-  12 sites between 60-80%!
-  8 sites < 60%!
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300Hz Cosmic 	

(plus CALO)	


300MB/s	


Cosmics run: CRAFT Tier-0!
•  CRAFT rate of prompt recon- 

struction is higher than expected  
collision data!
–  Processing and data movement 

is smaller because the reduced  
event size and complexity!

•  Setting up a MC based T0-test  
to exercise other elements!

–  CRAFT data does not fully utilize  
the Tier-0 reconstruction farm!

•  IO Rates also lower!
•  Collision data will utilize the  

full resources!
•  Express Stream was commissioned !
•  DQM Harvesting of Express was  

integrated!
•  Prompt_Calibration_Hold for  

Prompt Reco was introduced (>run 110500) !
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400MB/s	


Tier-1s!
•  Tier-1 traffic during CRAFT was custodial transfers to RAL and CNAF!

–  Additional copy of the data to FNAL!
•  Generally successful!

–  Interesting exercise in recovery after RAL cooling failure !

•  Preparing for CRAFT08 and 09  
re-reconstruction at Tier-1 sites!

•  Not all Tier-1s are equally ready  
to accept collision data!
–  Computing is preparing visits (FZK, IN2P3, ASGC) 

and exercises during the fall 
(repeat STEPʼ09 tests at some sites)!
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Pre-production of MC generation  
in July.!

–  ~15M events produced  
within few days!

Summerʼ09 MC production started on  
July 29, when pre-production  
validation finished.!

Production status:!
–  Events requested (10TeV + 7TeV): !> 550 M!
–  Events produced: !> 500 M!

Large number of resources could be grabbed and used efficiently!
–  About 15k slots pledged during STEPʼ09!
–  Quite some opportunistic non-CMS-T2-pledged resources used 

(T3, beyond pledge, non-CMS) !
–  Analysis ongoing in parallel!

MC production!

307M events!
@10TeV!

133M events!
@7TeV!
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Sites running MC production (1.8.-30.9.)!

Good production  
performance:!

•  Large number of  
sites participating!

•  Daily averages:!
–  53 active sites (more than 0 jobs/day of any kind)!
–  46 sites ran MC production (more than 0 MC jobs/day)!
–  41 sites with more than 50 MC jobs/day!
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T2 resource usage reported to 
WLCG on monthly basis  
(Installed resources:  
queried by CMS in Juneʼ09)!

Since Mayʼ09:  
CMS uses ~all T2 resources  
(plus opportunistic resources)!
–  May-June: STEPʼ09!
–  August - September:  

MC production!

–  Analysis uses ~ 40% of 
slots!

T2 resources can be used 
effectively for MC and 
Analysis  
(…if they pass the site 
readiness tests)!

15k_!

Parallel T2 jobs: Aug.-Sept. ʻ09!
MC production!

Analysis!
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Resources: LHCC & C-RSG reviews!
LHCC Mini Review of Computing Resources (July) 
“…important investment in the construction of the LHC and the detectors… physics 

outcome using very first LHC data should be maximized and not limited by 
computing resources. … current estimates suffer from large uncertainties … not an 
appropriate time to cut back substantially on computing resources.”  

RRB Computing Resources Scrutiny Group 
“Generally speaking the resources are well justified.” 

C-RSG estimates  
vs. CMS requests: 

MB Aug 09 tsv 
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Computing support of Analysis!
Analysis Operations Task started in June  

(S.Belforte, F.Würthwein and J.dʼHondt)!

•  Data Placement Operations!
–  Update T2 Associations.!
–  Management of Central Space at T2ʼs.!
–  Group Skim Transfer Service.!
–  Increase group space allocation to 50 TB.!

•  Support analysis based on CRAB.!
–  To achieve fewer failed jobs and more streamlined  

data analysis operations for CMS physicists.!
–  Operate several CRAB-servers  

(allows better user support, assist access to log-files) !

Improvement of analysis success rate is the biggest challenge.!

•  Improve shift procedures ongoing

•  Distributed Analysis Metrics Evaluation!

(100-150 TB)!

(50 TB)!



•  “Data-Operations” produced “Secondary datasets” from MC!
–  skimming on trigger quantities and pre-scales on the T1ʼs, distribute to T2ʼs!

•  “Analysis-Operations” supports data transfer and analysis!
–  Operates CRAB-submission servers, to ease job-failure analysis!
–  Performs data transfers and management of “central data samples”!
–  Supports physics group production of “group data samples” 

(concept of 1 priority-user per group) !
–  Supports  registration and transfers  

of “group data samples”!
–  Provides tailored documentation and  

training!

•  Computing has ʻOctober-exercise-contactsʼ!
–  Quick response to operational questions!
–  Active participation in  

October-Exercise-Meetings (weekly, daily)!
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start of 
exercise!

T2 jobs: MC, Analysis!
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ToDo for Computing!

•  Analysis operation support getting strong!
–  October Exercise, data management, analysis jobs success-

rate!

•  Program until the LHC start-up!
–  Finalize data distribution of RAW, RECO and AOD to CAF, T1 and T2 

centres !
–  Tier-0: repeat scale tests using simulated collision-like events!
–  Tier-1: STEPʼ09 tape and processing exercises where needed,  

T1 visits scheduled: GridKa, IN2P3, ASGC (at CERN)!
–  Tier-2: Support and improve distributed analysis efficiency (Analysis 

Operations)!
–  Review Critical Services coverage!
–  Fine tune Computing Shifts procedures!
–  Make sure (2010) resources pledges are available!



•  Resources requests for 2009/2010 were reviewed. From the 
C-RSG report:  
“…Generally speaking the resources are well justified…”  
“…2010 resources should be … in place by June 1st 2010…” !

•  CMSSW_3_x deployed for LHC data taking + MC production!

•  CRAFT09 data successfully recorded and distributed in 
August. !

•  Large MC samples (500 M FullSim events) were produced at 
higher than normal rate in August/September.!

•  Computing is ready for LHC data.!
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Backup slides!
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HI Computing Workshop: Sept. 12. 2009!
All aspects of HI computing  

reviewed on Sept. 12, ʻ09!

Goals: !
•  Review resource needs!
•  Review preparations for!

–  Data recording!
–  T0 use!
–  CAF use!
–  Data distributions!
–  Analysis!

•  Review operational aspects!

Follow-up during Offline&Computing week in October.!


